
Made of polyethylene 20 mm thickness
and stainless steel, 100% recyclable.

001177110033AArrtt.. LLAAVVAAGGNNAA

9977  xx  4455  hh  111100  ccmm HIC max cm:11--66

This tree-shaped board is designed for recreational and educational outdoor
activities, but its usage is also valid for the indoos activities. It consists in
environmentally friendly materials and very sturdy and durable maintenance-such as
wood and recycled polyethylene. The board may be fixed to the ground using special
fasteners, door shelf is full of plaster and decorations inspired by the theme of
natural fruit.
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PPLLAAYY  FFOORR  AALLLL

IINNCCLLUUSSIIVVEE  AACCTTIIVVIITTYY::
Outdoor blackboard easily approachable even by children
with reduced motor function in the lower limbs.
The front banquet is a useful support surface to improve
stability. Writing on a vertical space and drawing in the
open air has always been a source of expression and
realization for children.
Accessibility on these playground is reduced "only" for
cases of low vision, while it is optimal for the rest of the
users, even if equipped with a wheelchair.

PPLLAAYY  FFOORR  AALLLL

Accessibilty Index 110000%%

PPLLAAYY FFOORR AALLLL is the european project of the CEN (European
Committee for Standardization) and the FEPI (Federation of the European
Play Industry) where Legnolandia is active component. The aim is to
integrate the inclusive accessibility parameters to the general safety
standards of playgrounds EN 1176.
The guidelines that emerge from this project are already being applied to
Legnolandia's production. Like this we create playgrounds that can be
used by everybody together in an inclusive way, independently from
physical and mental capacities. and wherever possible without any
necessary external help.

 

 

 

  

       

 



Made of polyethylene 20 mm thickness
and stainless steel, 100% recyclable.

001177110044AArrtt.. LLAAVVAAGGNNAA  CCOONN  AARRRREEDDOO

113300  xx  113300  hh  111100  ccmm HIC max cm:11--66

This integrated board with a table and three chairs is designed for recreational and
educational outdoor activities, and 'consists in environmentally friendly materials and
very sturdy and lasting maintenance-such as stainless steel, wood and recyclable
polyethylene. The group can be attached to the ground using special fixing is a shelf
full of chalk and decorations inspired by the theme of natural fruit.

Legnolandia srl   via Nazionale 280    -   33024 Forni di Sopra (UD) Italia   -   tel:+39.0433.88307     fax:+39.0433.88551    email:info@legnolandia.com

 

  

  

  

 

  

   

  

  

PPLLAAYY  FFOORR  AALLLL

AATTTTIIVVIITTAA’’  IINNCCLLUUSSIIVVAA::
Lavagna per esterno facilmente avvicinabile anche da
bambini con ridotte funzionalità motorie negli arti inferiori.
Scrivere su uno spazio verticale e disegnare all’aria
aperta è da sempre motivo di espressione e
realizzazione per i bambini. L’accessibilità su questi
giochi si riduce “solo” per i casi di ipovedenza, mentre è
ottimale per il resto dell’utenza, anche se dotata di sedia
a rotelle.

PPLLAAYY  FFOORR  AALLLL

Accessibilty Index 110000%%

PPLLAAYY FFOORR AALLLL is the european project of the CEN (European
Committee for Standardization) and the FEPI (Federation of the European
Play Industry) where Legnolandia is active component. The aim is to
integrate the inclusive accessibility parameters to the general safety
standards of playgrounds EN 1176.
The guidelines that emerge from this project are already being applied to
Legnolandia's production. Like this we create playgrounds that can be
used by everybody together in an inclusive way, independently from
physical and mental capacities. and wherever possible without any
necessary external help.

 

 

 

  

       

 


